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Abstract Saturn's morningside auroras consist mainly of rotating, transient emission patches, following
periodic reconnection in the magnetotail. Simultaneous responses in global energetic neutral atom (ENA)
emissions have been observed at similar local times, suggesting a link between the auroras and large‐scale
injections of hot ions in the outer magnetosphere. In this study, we use Cassini's remote sensing instruments
to observe multiple plasma injection signatures within coincident auroral and ENA imagery, captured
during 9 April 2014. Kilometric radio emissions also indicate clear injection activity. We track the motion
of rotating signatures in the auroras and ENAs to test their local time relationship. Two successive auroral
signatures—separated by ~4 hr UT—form postmidnight before rotating to the dayside while moving
equatorward. The first has a clear ENA counterpart, maintaining a similar local timemapping throughout ~9
hr observation. Mapping of the ionospheric equatorwardmotion post‐dawn indicates a factor ~5 reduction of
the magnetospheric source region's radial speed at a distance of ~14‐20 RS, possibly a plasma or magnetic
boundary. The second auroral signature has no clear ENA counterpart; viewing geometry was relatively
unchanged, so the ENAswere likely too weak to detect by this time. A third, older injection signature, seen in
both auroral and ENA imagery on the nightside, may have been sustained by field‐aligned currents linked
with the southern planetary period oscillation system, or the re‐energization of ENAs around midnight local
times. The ENA injection signatures form near magnetic longitudes associated with magnetotail thinning.

1. Introduction

Saturn's icy moon Enceladus ejects between tens to hundreds of kilograms of water‐group molecules each
second (e.g., Burger et al., 2007; Jurac et al., 2002; Jurac & Richardson, 2005). Ionization processes within
the resulting neutral cloud continuously mass‐load the inner magnetospheric field with plasma
(e.g., Bagenal & Delamere, 2011). On average a steady‐state system is maintained by shedding this plasma
via radial transport processes, shifting the plasma from the inner magnetosphere to the outer magnetosphere
where it is eventually shed from the system (e.g., Thomsen, 2013). Radial transport between the inner and
outer magnetosphere is controlled by an interchange instability, whereby cold, dense plasma is driven cen-
trifugally outward. Conservation of magnetic flux then requires more localized tenuous plasma to move
rapidly inward, forming filamentary radial hot plasma flows, referred to as interchange injections
(e.g., Burch et al., 2005; Chen & Hill, 2008; Mauk et al., 2005; Thomsen et al., 2015). To finally remove the
plasma from the system, magnetic reconnection in the outer magnetosphere, typically the magnetotail,
results in the ejection of plasmoids (Arridge et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2008; Jackman et al., 2011, 2014;
McAndrews et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2016; Vasyliunas, 1983). Recent work by Guo et al. (2018) shows that
dayside magnetodisk reconnection may also play an important role in Saturn's global plasma transport.

Azimuthal flows dominate the global convection pattern out into the outer magnetosphere, beyond 20–30
Saturn radii, RS, so these radial transport processes are superimposed on this background convection pattern
(e.g.,Hill, 1979; Kane et al., 2008; McAndrews et al., 2009; Thomsen et al., 2010, 2014). Global convection pat-
terns are also constricted by the local time asymmetry imposed by the solar wind interaction (e.g.,Cowley
et al., 2004, 2005; Kellett et al., 2011), and are modulated by the periodicity so characteristic of Saturn's
magnetosphere (e.g., see Carbary & Mitchell, 2013; Kennelly et al., 2013; Carbary et al., 2018).
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Critically, a small fraction of the plasma in the magnetotail is not ejected from the system following recon-
nection. As the stretched field returns to a more dipolar state, hot plasma is accelerated planetward to the
outer and middle magnetosphere in the postmidnight and morning local time sectors (e.g., Mitchell et al.,
2005; Müller et al., 2010). At Saturn, these events are referred to as large‐scale hot plasma injections.
Thomsen et al. (2015) suggest that the inward moving injected hot plasma, when superposed with the bulk
azimuthal plasma flow, may eventually encompass the cold, inner magnetosphere plasma throughout a
wide local time range, setting up a plasmapause‐like density gradient observed in particle measurements
in as far as L = 8.6. Therefore, large‐scale injections may be important triggers for subsequent small‐scale
plasma interchange injections (e.g., Azari et al., 2018). Note that the term “plasmapause” at Saturn, accord-
ing to Thomsen et al. (2015), represents the transition between hot, outer magnetosphere plasma and cold,
inner magnetosphere plasma, separating the drift trajectories that close around the planet without experien-
cing tail reconnection or mass loss, from those that do encounter the reconnection region.

At this point it is useful to list some motivating questions. Can large‐scale injections destabilize the plasma
and enhance the number of small‐scale injections? How far in do large‐scale injections persist? To a
plasmapause‐like or magnetic pressure boundary? Can we see this boundary, if not the flow channels, using
remote sensing observations?

What do we know from in situ measurements and surveys? From the first orbits of Cassini, evidence of
inward transport flow channels was found in the form of hot electron and ion injections (e.g., Hill et al.,
2005; Burch et al., 2005; Rymer et al., 2009; Paranicas et al., 2010), with energy dispersion signatures indicat-
ing that these channels evolve in time (e.g.,Chen &Hill, 2008; Mauk et al., 2005; Paranicas et al., 2016). Over
the lifetime of the Cassini mission, these flow channels have been observed to be ordered by both local time
and global periodicities. Surveys of different data sets have demonstrated that interchange signatures are
more often seen on the nightside than the dayside (Azari et al., 2018; Kennelly et al., 2013). This local time
dependency has been attributed to day/night variations in ionospheric conductivity affecting the growth rate
of the interchange instability (e.g.,Kivelson & Jia, 2014; Southwood & Kivelson, 1989). The lack of a magne-
topause on the nightside might also make it easier for cold plasma to move outward (e.g., Kivelson &
Southwood, 2005). Interchange injection signatures have been observed at radial distances between at least
5 and 11 RS, but their frequency peaks around 6–9 RS (e.g.,Azari et al., 2018; Chen & Hill, 2008; Paranicas
et al., 2010; Thomsen, 2013), coincident with the turnover in flux‐tube content near 8 RS (e.g., Chen et al.,
2010) and the plasmapause‐like boundary discussed by Young et al. (2005) and Thomsen et al. (2015). The
plasmapause reported on the nightside by Thomsen et al. (2015) was detected at L = 8.6 during a fast,
inclined orbit pass from the lobes into the closed field region, which (as those authors stated) would map
equatorially to reconnection sites at distances >~15 RS, and at local times within the distended tail region.
Kennelly et al. (2013) also showed that the occurrence of injection signatures on the nightside is rotationally
modulated by the Saturn Kilometric Radiation (SKR)‐derived Saturn longitude system, and this modulation
has a seasonal dependence, further suggesting a connection to changes in ionospheric conductivity, or a
change in the attack angle of the solar wind (e.g., Arridge et al., 2008).

In situ observations allow a characterization of the detailed structure within injections, to examine the phy-
sical processes at work, and to examine the drivers for transport (e.g., the characterization of flux tube con-
tent profiles and pressure gradients). Through surveys, in situ data can reveal glimpses of global‐scale
convection patterns, but are naturally biased by the trajectory of the spacecraft, sampling resolution, and
instrument fields of view.

In contrast, remote sensing can provide a more time coherent, holistic view of large‐scale plasma morphol-
ogy than can be obtained from in situ spacecraft measurements. For example, auroral imaging can provide a
morphological view of the wider system dynamics, at the expense of a detailed understanding of the plasma
properties and behavior. Instead, we observe markers or proxies for the physical processes as they manifest
in, for example, auroral emissions in the ionosphere. Auroras can indicate where in the magnetosphere
plasma dynamics are happening, and how they are evolving. Their morphology can tell us about the system
response to solar wind driving (e.g., Badman et al., 2013; Nichols et al., 2014). Emission intensity and spectral
information can provide some inferences about the source plasma and acceleration processes (e.g., Gustin
et al., 2009), and the strength of the upward field‐aligned current systems (such as those associated with
the planetary period oscillations) (e.g., Bader et al., 2018).
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In this study we use observations of auroral emissions and energetic neutral atoms (ENA) as remote indica-
tors of magnetospheric dynamics. Saturn's extended neutral cloud makes it an efficient ENA emitter
(e.g., Brandt et al., 2018). Following collisional charge exchange with the neutrals, energetic ion injections
manifest as discrete regions of enhanced ENA intensity, visible in the line‐of‐sight integral flux images taken
by the ion‐neutral camera (INCA). ENAs are useful because they carry information about the original ion's
energy and trajectory, but the interpretation of such integral‐based images is highly dependent on spacecraft
viewing geometry (e.g., Paranicas et al., 2005).

Large‐scale plasma injections are regularly observed in ENA imagery (e.g., Carbary & Mitchell, 2014;
Mitchell et al., 2005, 2009). Mitchell et al. (2005) and Hill et al. (2008) first attributed sudden ENA brighten-
ing events to the presence of accelerated ion return flows reaching the inner magnetosphere. In statistical
morphologies, peak ENA flux occurs broadly around midnight local times (e.g., Carbary et al., 2008).
There is evidence that reconnection activity and magnetic field dipolarization signatures in the magnetotail
are modulated by planetary‐period thickening and thinning of the tail (Bradley et al., 2018; Cowley et al.,
2017; Jackman et al., 2016; Thomsen et al., 2017). Recurrent ENA energizations and statistically significant
periodicity in global ENA flux images at near‐planetary period also hint at this modulation (e.g., Carbary
et al., 2008; Krimigis et al., 2005; Paranicas et al., 2005). Mitchell et al. (2009) showed that large‐scale injec-
tion ENA signatures can appear recurrently in the absence of strong solar wind driving, further suggesting
that the associated tail reconnection activity is mainly modulated by internal planetary‐period processes
(although tail instabilities leading to reconnection can still be triggered by solar wind compressions
(e.g., Bunce et al., 2005)).

We focus on signatures in Saturn's ultraviolet (UV) auroras. Most pertinent to this study, auroral signatures
have been associated with large‐scale plasma injection events, appearing to broadly follow the local time
position of ENA emission signatures as they rotate around the planet (e.g., Lamy et al., 2013; Mitchell
et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2014). These auroral “spots” or “patches” first appear poleward of the main emis-
sion on the nightside of the planet in response to dipolarization of the stretched magnetotail field following
reconnection (Jackman et al., 2013). Equatorward bifurcations from the main auroral emission at later local
times may also map to areas of active interchange in the magnetosphere, triggered as the source region
plasma drifts inward and disperses (e.g., Radioti et al., 2013). A recent survey of Cassini Ultraviolet
Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) data has confirmed that Saturn's dawnside auroras are dominated by bright,
transient features rotating through the sector, likely following large‐scale injection events (Bader et al., 2019).

The exact nature of the transient current system linking these rotating ENA and auroral signatures remains
an open question. A few schools of thought exist: pressure‐driven currents around the edges of injections
requiring closure in the ionosphere (Brandt et al., 2018; Mitchell et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2014), plasma
heating driving wave‐particle scattering (Radioti et al., 2013), an ionospheric resistance to a moving plasma
bubble once it reaches a limiting entropy at some radial boundary (e.g., Wolf et al., 2009, and references
therein), or regions of filamentary current flows related to interchanging flux tubes (Lamy et al., 2013).
Regarding the plasma bubble theory, in the magnetosphere it is believed that the injected plasma population
is stopped near the location where the entropy inside the injection equals the entropy outside it. On a micro-
scopic scale, the particles in the hot plasma move inward under the influence of a radial E × B drift, and this
E field must map along the magnetic field lines from the inward plasma flow channel to the ionosphere,
which would attempt to impede the inward motion of the distribution (e.g., Rymer et al., 2009). Any plau-
sible link between auroral emissions and ENA enhancements must account for the auroral signature being
a proxy for electron precipitation, while the ENA signature is a proxy for ion loss processes. An open ques-
tion is how do these systems evolve in time? Are they always counterpart? Do auroral signatures persist for as
long as the ENA enhancements? How do energy‐dependent particle drifts, which tend to spatially disperse
inward moving plasma injections, affect the local time relationship?

Inspired by these questions, in this paper we present a case study, using partially coincident auroral and
ENA images captured during a southern high‐latitude Cassini orbit on 9 April 2014, in which three injection
signatures are observed at various stages of development. We track the location and extents of these injection
signatures in the auroral and ENA images to test if they are counterpart. Beyond the interval of ENA and UV
observations, ongoing SKR emissions also indicate significant injection activity throughout the day.
Section 2 introduces the Cassini remote sensing data. Image analysis methods are described in section 3,
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including keogram construction and tracking the motion of both ENA and auroral patches. In section 4 we
examine the local time conjugacy of rotating signatures in the auroral and ENA responses, and test for coin-
cident low‐frequency extensions in the SKR emission. We discuss the interpretation of these rotating signa-
tures as indicators of possible injection activity, and surmise that their occurrence is likely modulated by
periodic reconnection processes in the magnetotail.

2. Data and Methods

This study draws on observations from three of Cassini's instruments, made throughout day 2014‐099
(9 April 2014). We analyze auroral imagery from the UVIS (Esposito et al., 2004), ENA imagery from the
INCA (Krimigis et al., 2004), and radio spectrometer data from the Radio and Plasma Wave Science instru-
ment (Gurnett et al., 2004). The spacecraft was positioned in the southern hemisphere on an inclined orbit
(“Rev 203”), providing wide‐area views of the southern auroras (observed by UVIS) and morning‐sector
magnetosphere (observed by INCA). Cassini was orbiting at distances of ~12.5–13.5 RS from the planet
throughout the INCA observation window, moving around the postnoon‐dusk sector from ~15 LT to ~19
LT. Latitude increased from −31° at the start of the day to −41° by the end of the INCA window (~1930
UT). (Detailed orbit information can be seen in the additional axes of Figure 5.) Here we briefly discuss
the data and their limitations.

2.1. Cassini UVIS

Auroral images were obtained using the far ultraviolet (FUV) channel of UVIS, the 110–190‐nm waveband
capturing Saturn's most powerful auroral emissions. Wide‐area pseudo‐images of the auroral region may be
constructed by successively slewing the sensor across the planet from high‐latitude orbit positions. Since the
FUV passband includes emission wavelengths affected by atmospheric hydrocarbon absorption, the mea-
sured spectral intensity between 155.5 and 162.0 nm (unattenuated by absorption) is integrated and multi-
plied by a factor 8.1 (as determined from a synthetic H2 spectrum) to reproduce the total unabsorbed H2

emission intensity in the full 70–170‐nm range (e.g., Gustin et al., 2017). As the south was the winter hemi-
sphere in 2014, no background intensity subtraction was necessary (i.e., the auroral emissions were super-
posed on a planet background which was negligible since that part of the planet was in darkness).
Resulting intensity values are mapped to a 0.25° × 0.5° latitude‐longitude grid by projecting the pixels onto
an ellipsoid at an altitude of ~1,100 km (above Saturn's 1‐bar pressure surface), characteristic of Saturn's peak
auroral emission (Gérard et al., 2009). On‐planet pixel size therefore varies across the slew and along the slit.

The UVIS sensor consists of 64 spatial × 1,024 spectral pixels, with each spatial pixel having an angular reso-
lution of 1.0 × 1.5 mrad. Spacecraft distance and relative latitude‐longitude on the surface determine the
effective spatial resolution on the planet, which in this case was ~750 km for a subspacecraft pixel. The
images used in this study have exposure times of ~60 min or less (1–2 slews combined), during which the
planet will have rotated by ~34° (or ~2.26 hr LT; see section 2.5). This does not translate directly to a systema-
tic spatial “blur,” as each spatial region is usually only covered once by the slit slewing; that is, the pseudo‐
images do not exhibit time coherency across all pixels within an exposure.

2.2. ENA Imagery From the Cassini INCA

An ENA is created when a singly charged ion gains an electron from a neutral gas atom or molecule. The
ENA's motion is no longer governed by the magnetic or electric fields, nor the gravitational field if it has
enough energy. It then travels away from the charge exchange site on its original trajectory (as a former ener-
getic ion), with most of its original energy. The ENA thus carries information about the source plasma and
energy spectrum. Wide area remote sensing of ENAs can therefore act as a diagnostic of the global plasma
dynamics of a magnetosphere, a technique first developed in imaging Earth's ring current plasma
(e.g., Roelof, 1989).

Saturn has been described as a near‐ideal ENA emitter (Brandt et al., 2018), as most of the magnetospheric
neutral density is confined to the equatorial plane, and its magnetic dipole axis is aligned with its spin axis.
The extended neutral gas cloud therefore acts as a screen for revealing energetic ion injections. Additionally,
radiation levels near the Cassini spacecraft are frequently very low in the middle‐outer magnetosphere
(due to Saturn having weak radiation belts at such distances) such that the effect of local energetic particles
masking out remote neutral atom detections is minimal. Remote sensing of the ENA emission from high
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above the poles can provide information about the wide‐area plasma dynamics at all local times. Equatorial
grid projections of the ENA images from suitable high‐latitude orbit positions are commonly used for ima-
ging azimuthal asymmetries (associated with partial ring current morphologies) and rotating injection sig-
natures (e.g., Lamy et al., 2013; Carbary & Mitchell, 2014).

INCA is a time‐of‐flight instrument that detects ENAs in several energy passbands, discriminating hydrogen
and oxygen by their secondary electron scatter profiles on its charge plates. The instrument field of view is
120° × 90°, with spatial grid resolution up to 64 × 64 pixels, depending on the energy resolution. Image inte-
grations are built up as the spacecraft orbits and are constructed by the standard pipeline processing
(Krimigis et al., 2004). We chose to preserve the native 64 × 64‐pixel resolution of the INCA, rather than
apply the boxcar‐smoothed images typically used in other studies, before projecting the images into
Saturn's equatorial plane. Keograms were then constructed from local time versus radial distance profiles
of the median differential ENA flux, calculated every 1° of azimuth around Saturn, and out to a magneto-
spheric distance limit of 20.7 RS.

This distance limit was chosen as the statistical stand‐off distance of the dayside magnetopause in its com-
pressed mode (Achilleos et al., 2008; Pilkington et al., 2015), and it is close to Titan's orbit—the point at
which ENA injection signatures first begin to manifest as the incoming ions meet larger neutral density gra-
dients (e.g., Carbary et al., 2008). Equatorial projection validity also falls off with distance from the spacecraft
as the inclination angle becomes more oblique (i.e., as the spacecraft approaches the equator), and projected
pixels become stretched at certain local times. On day 2014‐099 the Cassini INCA was viewing almost the
entire dawn sector from a dusk position. The projected INCA grid pixels most distant from the spacecraft
(in the morning sector) span up to ~10 RS radially but are only ~1–2 RS in the azimuthal direction. Hence,
the ENA keograms presented here mainly reveal the azimuthal variation of ENA flux in time.

The ENA flux, ξENA, detected by the INCA at energy E, is measured as a line‐of‐sight integral of the ion flux,
ξION, neutral density, n, and charge exchange cross section, σ, along path l (e.g., Brandt et al., 2005):

ξENA Eð Þ ¼ ∫
∞
0 ξION E; lð Þn lð Þσ Eð Þdl (1)

This expression shows that the ENA image intensity is not just a function of the ion intensity, but is a con-
volution with the neutral column density along the line of sight. ENA images in this study show the differ-
ential ENA flux, being the number of ENAs per unit area per solid angle per unit time per unit energy
(counts/cm2

‐sr‐s‐keV). Hydrogen images have higher effective resolution than oxygen images for a given
energy due to relative scatter levels in the front foil of the INCA (Brandt et al., 2005); here we analyze H ima-
gery in the energy range 24–55 keV, in high‐spatial‐resolution neutral mode. The equatorial projections of
the INCA images used for this study are provided in Figure S1 in the supporting information.

2.3. Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science

We include a radio frequency spectrogram from the Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science instrument
throughout day 2014‐099, which provides context for possible auroral and large‐scale plasma injection activ-
ity in the SKR frequency range. SKR typically peaks between 100 and 400 kHz (but can range between 3 kHz
and 1.2 MHz), and is closely related to auroral acceleration processes (e.g., Lamy et al., 2008, 2009). Periodic
modulation of the SKR emission, as observed by the Voyager, Ulysses, and (more extensively) Cassini mis-
sions, has informed our definition of Saturn's complex rotation periods in each hemisphere (the length of a
day on Saturn is still a matter of discourse). In general terms, the SKR emission power intensifies periodically
as a source region passes through the morningside of the planet (Lamy et al., 2009). But this periodicity is
independent in each hemisphere (e.g., Gurnett et al., 2009), changes with Kronian season (e.g.,Cowley &
Provan, 2016; Galopeau & Lecacheux, 2000), and can be interrupted by solar wind shock fronts impacting
the magnetosphere (e.g., Badman et al., 2008). This results in a mix of modulation periods emergent in sta-
tistical studies (e.g., Jackman et al., 2009; Reed et al., 2018; Zarka et al., 2007). We refer the reader to the con-
cise introductory review within the study of Reed et al. (2018), and references therein) for further
background on the SKR emission, its production, and interpretation.

In terms of auroral and injection activity, of interest here are the low‐frequency extensions (LFEs) of the SKR
emission. LFEs are marked intensifications of the main emission power, together with expansion of the
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emission to lower frequencies (tens of kHz). Jackman et al. (2009) characterized LFEs, associating themwith
extension of the auroral acceleration region to higher altitudes along magnetic field lines, in response to
field‐aligned current reconfiguration after reconnection in the magnetotail. Using a catalogue of magnetic
reconnection signatures constructed by Smith et al. (2016), an extensive SKR survey by Reed et al. (2018)
has since confirmed that “short” LFE events lasting <20 hr are a good proxy indicator of magnetotail recon-
nection; 60% of detected LFEs occurred within 6 hr of a preceding tail reconnection signature. Hence, in
searching for large‐scale injection signatures in the auroral and ENA emission, we may look to the global
SKR emission for their precursor—reconnection activity in the magnetotail.

Since we are observing Saturn's southern hemisphere auroras, we use the left‐hand circular polarized power
measurements. These measurements are normalized for spacecraft distance and corrected for interference
artifacts as described in Lamy et al. (2008). These data are available from http://www.lesia.obspm.fr/kro-
nos/.

2.4. Ionosphere‐Magnetosphere Mapping Profiles

In comparing auroral and ENA imagery, it is useful to know at which distances the auroral emission regions
map to in the magnetosphere. To estimate this, we use ionosphere‐magnetodisk mapping profiles based on
an offset symmetric dipole model plus a semiempirical model of the current sheet (Achilleos et al., 2010;
Sorba et al., 2017). Adjustable parameters include the magnetopause stand‐off distance and “ring current
activity,” the latter being based on statistical hot plasma pressure profiles from in situ Cassini measurements
(Sergis et al., 2009). The model provides ionospheric mapping profiles based on the state of compression or
expansion of themagnetosphere. Note that this transform is in the radial direction only, taking no account of
azimuthal bend back or bend forward of the field. We take the statistical bimodal magnetopause stand‐off
distances for a compressed (20.7 RS) and expanded (27.1 RS) magnetosphere, based on the Cassini crossing
surveys of Achilleos et al. (2008) and Pilkington et al. (2015). Using the compressed (expanded) model, typi-
cal morning‐sector auroral features at ~17° southern colatitude (Bader et al., 2018) map to ~16 (22) RS in the
equatorial plane; this range gives an indication of the uncertainty in the ionosphere‐magnetosphere map-
ping, associated with variability in magnetospheric size.

A study by Carbary et al. (2008) found that the average ENA morphology over a 120‐day interval in 2007
mapped to locations in the ionosphere equatorward of and separate to the main auroral emission
(using dayside‐only boundaries determined from HST imagery by Badman et al. (2006)). Those authors also
note, however, that the averaging process obscures the temporal behavior of the ENA emissions, such that
transient features are not accounted for across the local time range (i.e., those responsible for the main aur-
oral emission, particularly at dawn (Bader, Badman, Cowley, et al., 2019). Consider that the large‐scale injec-
tion signatures in the ENA emission are typically brightest when they initialize around midnight, poleward
of the main auroral latitudes, then dim as they subsequently move equatorward and into the main auroral
latitudes as they rotate; this may explain the apparent mapping disparity in the average picture of Carbary
et al. (2008). Indeed, our results will show that transient, rotating ENA enhancements can map to
auroral latitudes.

2.5. Rotating Current Systems and Planetary Rotation Rate

The position and intensity of Saturn's auroras are known to be modulated by the rotating patterns of field‐
aligned currents imposed by the two planetary period oscillation (PPO) current systems (e.g., Bader et al.,
2018; Bader et al., 2019; Hunt et al., 2015). The extent of this modulation depends on the relative phases,
strengths, and superposition of the north‐south systems in each hemisphere, which changes slowly with
time. During early‐mid 2014, the two PPO systems settled into a period of coalescence, whereby they locked
in antiphase at a common period of ~10.69 hr (Provan et al., 2016). This is equivalent to ~33.65° of longitude
per hour (or ~2.24 hr of local time per 1.00 hr of universal time), a rate which we refer to here as the PPO
corotation, Ω. In the southern hemisphere, the region of primary upward field‐aligned current associated
with the PPO system model peaks at a PPO longitude of ψS = 270°, where auroral brightening may thus
be expected. We use the latest available phase model values from the University of Leicester
(see Acknowledgements).

The rotating north‐south PPO perturbation fields superimpose in the magnetic equator and, particularly
when in antiphase, have been shown to modulate the thickness of the current sheet (e.g., Bradley et al.,
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2018; Cowley et al., 2017; Provan et al., 2012; Thomsen et al., 2017). Jackman et al. (2016) also observed
plasmoid occurrence in the magnetotail to be more likely under the same antiphase conditions. The tail
thinning effect associated with this modulation pattern maximizes at PPO longitudes ΨS = 180° and ΨN =
0°, when reconnection in the tail (and therefore, possibly, ENA intensification) is statistically more likely
(Bradley et al., 2018). Tail thickness modulation is therefore amplified when the north‐south PPO systems
superpose in antiphase, as was the case in 2014 and the case we present here. Model phase values from
Provan et al. (2016) were within ~20° of antiphase throughout day 2014‐099.

3. Observations
3.1. FUV Auroral Imagery

Figure 1 shows a sequence of UVIS polar‐mapped projections showing the changing morphology of Saturn's
southern auroras on day 2014‐099. The sequence spans ~8.7 hr between 0837 and 1736 UT. It is clear that the
auroras were generally active and structured throughout, with emissions detected in all local time sectors.
Figure 1a exhibits multiple patches of emission across half the local time range between postmidnight
and postnoon, distributed across a colatitude range of ~20° to ~5° colatitude. The dusk sector displays a series
of less intense patches across a narrower colatitude band between ~15 and 23°, forming a near‐continuous
arc of emission between postnoon and midnight that shifts equatorward at later local times.

To quantify patch rotation speeds and intensity changes, we use a simple tracking method based on an emis-
sion intensity threshold. For each image, a contour value was taken as the 98th percentile point of a
smoothed (7 × 7‐pixel boxcar filter) intensity distribution of all pixels within 30° colatitude of the pole.
These contours are superimposed on the intensity maps of Figure 1 as white lines, essentially highlighting
the brightest features in each image. Use of a relative dynamic intensity thresholdmaintains tracking of indi-
vidual patches throughout the sequence regardless of overall brightness changes in the images. Boxes bound
the maximum local time and latitude extents of each tracked patch, and crosses mark the centroid based on
the contour. While this tracking method is not exact in picking out visible patch shapes as they appear to the
eye, it is simple, systematic, and repeatable. In Figure 1 we have shaded three possible auroral injection sig-
natures to highlight their rotation throughout the sequence (nonshaded versions of the UVIS imagery are
provided in Figure S2).

The sequence reveals the rotation of auroral patches around the planet as the morphology developed. See for
example the patch in Figure 1a at ~03 local time (LT), which moves around to ~06 LT in Figure 1c, and has
almost reached noon by the time of Figure 1f. From this point we label this feature “U1” (green in Figure 1)
for convenience, and subsequent rotating features are numbered in time order as they appear in UT. A rotat-
ing patch is also present in the nightside sector at first (U2; magenta), clearest in Figures 1c–1f, moving from
~22 to 23 LT through midnight and then back around to dawn in Figures 1g–1i; note that U2 is only partially
tracked in Figures 1c–1f, which is a limitation of the method described above. A second morning‐sector
patch appears on the poleward side of the main emission just before 06 LT in Figure 1f (U3; orange), which
then increases in size and intensity as it rotates through to noon by Figure 1i. The radial black dashed line
plotted in each panel of Figure 1 marks the local time position of maximum upward current expected from
the southern PPO current system (ΨS = 270° at the central time of each UVIS exposure), giving a sense of
planetary rotation speed. Using this line as reference, the azimuthal rotation speed of the auroral patches
(essentially forming the entire morphology in this case) appears to lag behind rigid co‐rotation throughout
the sequence. There are other morphological features in the sequence aside from possible injection signa-
tures, such as the multiple morning patches in Figure 1a between 15 and 20° latitude, spaced by ~1 hr LT,
which appear similar to those associated byMeredith et al. (2014) with currents driven by ULF wave activity.
We also note that the whole dayside sector appears to brighten toward the end of the sequence
(Figures 1g–1i), when a bifurcation feature (or equatorward “split” away from the main emission latitudes)
also develops postnoon at ~15 LT.

Figure 2 details the motion of the three main patches described above (herein referred to as U1, U2, and U3),
in local time (Figure 2a) and colatitude position (Figure 2b). Points plotted are the patch centroid position,
and vertical bars show the extents of the associated contour bounding box in local time and colatitude
(see boxes in Figure 1). Only patch U1 was tracked through all nine UVIS images. This patch rotated steadily
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through local times ~03–16 LT in ~8.7 hr, which, based on a best line fit, equates to an azimuthal speed com-
ponent of ~69% of the planet's PPO rotation rate during 2014 (see section 2.5).

Patch U1 also moved equatorward throughout the sequence (implying an inward moving source region in
the magnetosphere), from ~13 to 19° colatitude. There is a reduction in the rate of patch U1's equatorward
motion between ~1143 and 1346 UT as it rotates toward local noon (Figures 1d–1f), as indicated by the knee‐
point at ~18–19° centroid colatitude position in Figure 2b. Annotation shows the estimated radial speed of an
inward moving auroral source region in the magnetosphere, based on these ionospheric colatitudes as they
map out to the equatorial plane using the UCLmagnetodisk mapping model (see section 2.4). The lower and
upper speed estimates relate to magnetopause stand‐off distances of 20.7 RS and 27.1 RS. The source region
associated with patch U1 may therefore have slowed down upon reaching a distance of ~14–20 RS, with
radial inward speeds reducing by factor ~5–8 across this apparent boundary, from ~49 to ~8 km s−1.

Figure 1. A sequence of nine UVIS FUV pseudo‐images in polar projection showing Saturn's southern auroras on day 2014‐099. The sequence spans ~8.7 hr
from 0837 to 1736 UT. Images were taken in slew‐mode with exposure times of ~60 min (except the last image being ~44 min), providing a view of the entire
southern oval. Midexposure times are labeled. Local time is labeled at 00, 06, 12, and 18 LT, and black dots along these meridians have 1° latitude spacing. Rings of
colatitude are shown by dots every 5° from the pole. Auroral patches are highlighted by white contours, which surround pixel areas with values above 98% of
each image pixel‐intensity distribution within 30° colatitude. White crosses mark patch centroids. Bounding boxes encompass the contour areas using the largest
local time and colatitude extents of each patch. A black dashed line marks the local time position of maximum upward current expected from the southern
PPO current system, that is, ΨS = 270°. Three possible auroral injection signatures, labeled U1, U2, and U3 in order of appearance, are highlighted in green,
magenta, and orange, respectively.
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Simultaneously the brightness of patch U1 increased, as detailed in Figure 2c, which tracks the estimated
mapping distance of the magnetospheric source region versus the intensity of the pixels within the patch.
The mean intensity almost doubled from ~5 kR at ~7.5 LT to ~9 kR at ~12 LT, only increasing when the
patch underwent braking of its inward motion between ~9 and 12 LT (Figure 2a shows that the azimuthal
speed component was approximately unchanged). The same trend is evident with the maximum intensity
values shown by red points. Before and after this braking point, the brightness of the patch generally
decreased during times of steady inward motion.

The second auroral patch, U3, appears in Figure 1e (1245 UT) as a low‐intensity feature (~3–5 kR) poleward
of ~15° colatitude between ~04 and 06 LT. This location is similar to that of patch U1 ~4 hr earlier. Patch
U3 is only picked up automatically in Figure 1f, when it brightened to >10 kR predawn. The evolution of
U3 then resembles that of U1, moving equatorward and around to the dayside with similar azimuthal
(0.73 Ω) and radial speeds (27–30 km s−1), brightening and spreading in local time. The UVIS sequence
did not capture U3 subsequently moving through noon, but by this time the patch was contributing to an
apparent brightening of almost the entire dayside sector (see Figures 1h–1i).

Patch U2 is highlighted inmagenta in Figures 1d–1f and traces in Figure 2. U2 differs fromU1 and U3 in that
it is first visible in the premidnight sector, between ~22 and 23 LT and colatitudes of ~18–19° (Figure 1c). The
tracking procedure then picks up this patch in Figures 1d–1f as it moved through local midnight and brigh-
tened to >10 kR at ~02 LT (Figure 1f), with azimuthal speed ~0.60 Ω (Figure 2a). Patch U2 then dimmed
again but continued to rotate through to the dawn sector, forming part of the morning sector arc between
~03–06 LT and ~14–19° colatitude (Figure 1h). Figure 1h shows a clear gap of ~5° colatitude in the morning
sector morphology at ~06 LT, which is formed by the remnants of patches U2 (predawn) and U3 (postdawn).
We interpret U2 as a signature of an older injection event, preceding those associated with patches U1 and
U3, having completed a rotation about the planet. As expected the intensification of patch U2 around mid-
night is coincident with the region of expected upward PPO current as it passes through the same broad local
time sector. We omit a radial speed estimate for U2 in Figure 2b, as the magnetospheric mapping is less valid
in the stretched magnetotail region on the nightside (see section 2.4).

Figure 3 shows an auroral keogram, plotted in the same UT‐LT frame as Figure 2a, showing local time
profiles of the maximum intensity values in each UVIS image between 0 and 30° colatitude. The width of
each pixel column indicates the total exposure time of the image. In this keogram, regions of enhanced
intensity with positive gradient (aligned diagonally in the UT‐LT frame) indicate auroral patches rotating
around the planet, their gradient indicating azimuthal speed. The effective time resolution of ~1 hr

Figure 2. (a) Local time and (b) colatitude positions of the three clearest rotating auroral patches identified in the polar‐
projected UVIS imagery (shading color is consistent with patches U1, U2, and U3 in Figure 1). Annotation in Figure 2a
shows the approximate azimuthal speed of each patch based on a line of best fit, expressed as a fraction of PPO
corotation (for clarity the PPO corotation gradient in this UT‐LT frame is illustrated by a black dashed line at the LT
position of the southern PPO dipole, i.e.,ΨS = 0°). Annotation in Figure 2b indicates the inward radial speed of an auroral
source region in the magnetosphere estimated by mapping the tracked auroral patch colatitudes. Upper and lower speed
ranges correspond to typical compressed and expanded magnetosphere states. Vertical limit bars show the local time
(Figure 2a) and colatitude extents (Figure 2b) of the patches detected in each image. (c) The tracked centroid position of U1
in local time versus estimated magnetospheric source distance in the equatorial plane. Gray shading indicates a region of
possible mapping extent based on an inflated (solid black line) and compressed (dashed black line) magnetosphere
(the hatched area shows where the colatitude value mapped to a distance beyond the mapping boundary, and upper limits
are used instead). A secondary axis shows the mean (green line and mean absolute deviations) and maximum intensity
(red dots) of the patch, based on all pixels within the contour boundaries highlighted in Figure 1.
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provided by the slew‐mode images makes accurate patch tracking in this frame difficult (although rotating
features are visible), so we have overlaid the centroid tracks of patches U1 (green), U2 (magenta), and U3
(orange) to guide the eye. The keogram in this case simply provides another way of visualizing the time
evolution of the auroral morphology shown in Figure 1, particularly the rotating patches. We include it
here for comparison with the ENA flux distribution described in the next section (white hash contour‐
shading here in Figure 3 is an overlay based on Figure 4), as the equatorial projections from INCA lack
the radial resolution required to isolate and track individual patches using a contour threshold, and a
keogram must be used instead.

3.2. ENA Imagery

The INCA camera observed ENAs throughout most of day 2014‐099 (up to ~1935 UT), from spacecraft dis-
tances of ~12.5–13.5 RS. Cassini traversed a local time range of ~1430–1830 LT and southern latitudes of
~31–41° during the observation window, providing the INCA a near‐complete view of the morningside mag-
netosphere. This is where the majority of transient injection signatures are observed in the ENA emission
(e.g., Mitchell et al., 2005, 2009, 2015). An inclined orbit perspective is useful for quantifying azimuthal var-
iation in the ENA flux (conversely, low‐latitude ENA imagery provides a cross section of the radial flux dis-
tribution rather than the azimuthal). Making the assumption that the ENA emission originates from a thin
emitting disk in the equatorial plane (where most of the neutral density is confined; e.g., Jurac & Richardson,
2005), the INCA images may be projected into the x‐y plane, resulting in a pseudo‐map of the global ENA

Figure 3. A keogram showing planet‐projected FUV intensity plotted versus LT vertically and UT horizontally for
2014‐099. Constructed from nine UVIS pseudo‐images, the sequence spans ~8.7 hr, from 0837 to 1736 UT. Each UVIS
exposure spans ~60 min, except the last which spans ~44 min. Intensity profiles (columns) show the maximum values
between 0 and 30° colatitude throughout the local time range. The green, magenta, and orange lines show the centroid
motion of the three clearest auroral patches tracked using an intensity threshold on the polar‐projected images. White
contour‐shaded areas outline regions of enhanced ENA flux in the magnetosphere identified in Figure 4. Diagonal black
lines indicate where the rotating region of primary upward field‐aligned PPO current is expected to modulate the
auroral emission in the southern hemisphere (ΨS = 270°). The top panel shows the total emitted UV auroral power within
0–30° colatitude during each exposure, which is derived from nonprojected UVIS imagery, and the total southern (left‐
hand polarized) SKR power (100–400 kHz).
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flux distribution. Note that such projection involves converting a
line‐of‐sight integral measurement onto a two‐dimensional plane,
and the effective projection accuracy reduces with distance from
the spacecraft, particularly on low‐inclination orbits. For reference
the projected INCA images from day 2014‐099 are provided in
Figure S1.

Keogram analysis is required to quantify the azimuthal speed of
rotating ENA enhancements captured within the grid‐projected
INCA images. Figure 4 shows local time profiles of the median
ENA flux intensity within 20.7 RS of the planet, with each pixel col-
umn corresponding to a projected ENA image (see Figure S1).
Column width equals the INCA integration time for each image.
Plotted in the same UT‐LT frame as the auroral keogram in
Figure 3, diagonal features with positive gradient indicate an ENA
flux enhancement rotating in the planetary direction. To guide the
eye, white contour lines are based on a smoothed image of the collec-
tive profiles (1 19‐pixel boxcar filter) at an arbitrary level of 1.0 differ-
ential intensity counts per cm2

‐sr‐s‐keV. Three main rotating features
are evident in the keogram. Signatures labeled E1 and E3 in Figure 4
are likely part of the same rotating ENA feature that moved out of the
INCA FOV at prenoon, re‐appearing ~6 hr later at local midnight
with reduced intensity. Signature E3 dissipates by ~09 LT and does
not make another rotation around the planet. A second rotating
ENA signature, labeled E2, formed in the morning sector at ~07–08
UT, around 8 hr after the appearance of E1 at similar local times.
INCA only tracked E2 until ~16 UT when it exited the field of view
at local noon.

Lines of best fit to the maximum ENA flux intensity in each median
profile are plotted for features E1 and E2 in Figure 4 (black crosses
and dashed lines), indicating subcorotational azimuthal speeds of
~0.68 and 0.70 Ω, respectively. These estimates are typical of rotating
ENA enhancement speeds based on the statistical INCA survey of
Carbary and Mitchell (2014), which used a similar keogram
tracking method.

3.3. SKR Activity

Figure 5 shows an electric field spectrogram from the Cassini RPWS instrument (bottom panel), showing the
southern hemisphere (LH‐polarized) SKR emission power versus frequency over days 98–100 of 2014. The
top panel shows the total southern SKR emission power integrated between 10 and 1,000 kHz, a frequency
band that includes both the main SKR emission between 100 and 400 kHz, and the narrowband SKR emis-
sion (n‐SKR) between 10 and 40 kHz. The SKR emission was clearly active from halfway through day 98 and
into the end of the next day, 99. Multiple LFE signatures are visible from ~18 UT on day 98, with emission
power and low‐frequency extension being greatest between ~03 and 09 UT on day 99. The total emission
power also reflects this, having multiple peaks over 200MW sr−1 throughout these two days. The two largest
power peaks occurred at ~04 UT (over 700 MW sr−1) and ~07 UT (>500 MW sr−1) on day 99, within the
INCA imaging window reported here (see blue line in Figure 5). Only a single power peak of >200 MW
sr−1 falls within the UVIS imaging window (green line in Figure 5) at ~17 UT. The SKR response in
Figure 5 lacks any clear sign of the characteristic rotational periodicity usually observed in the emission
(e.g., Lamy et al., 2008), but the measurement has a complex directional dependence, and both injection
activity and solar wind compressions have been observed to interrupt this periodicity (e.g., Badman et al.,
2008; Reed et al., 2018).

An extended period of narrowband SKR emission between 10 and 40 kHz follows the main period of LFE
activity, beginning at ~1200 on day 99 and persisting until ~0200 the next day. This emission is typically

Figure 4. A keogram showing projected ENA flux distributed in UT versus LT
throughout day 2014‐099. Each flux profile (column) is built up of the median
values of the magnetospheric equatorial projection between the planet and the
assumed magnetopause mapping distance (20.7 RS) across the local time range.
Gray shading indicates missing data (local times outside the INCA FOV or lack of
UT coverage).White contour lines, based on a smoothed image (1 19‐pixel boxcar
filter) at an arbitrary level of 1.0 differential intensity counts per cm2

‐sr‐s‐keV,
outline the rotating ENA enhancements. Black crosses show maxima in selected
median‐based ENA flux profiles, with dashed lines of best fit indicating azimuthal
speeds of ~68–70% PPO corotation. The dot‐dashed black line shows Cassini's
local time position, LTSC. Diagonal black lines indicate where the rotating region
of primary upward field‐aligned PPO current is expected to modulate the auroral
emission in the southern hemisphere (ΨS = 270°). Red dashed lines show the
expected location of magnetotail thinning by superposition of the north and south
PPO perturbation fields in the equatorial plane. The top panel shows the global
average differential flux intensity from the un‐projected INCA images (black
dots), together with spacecraft‐planet distance (black line). Annotations E1, E2,
and E3 mark the three rotating ENA signatures.
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only observed when Cassini is in high‐inclination orbits (Lamy et al., 2008). Although the exact source of the
narrowband signature is unknown, presence of the emission has been associated with changes in the
magnetospheric plasma density in the inner magnetosphere (Louarn et al., 2007), possibly the edges of
the plasma torus at L~4–7 (Ye et al., 2009). The onset of the narrowband emission has also been observed
to coincide with the presence of ENA enhancements rotating through the dusk‐midnight sector imaged
by INCA (Wang et al., 2010).

4. Discussion

We now discuss the conjugacy of the rotating features observed in the auroral and ENA imagery, and the
possible nature of the current system connecting them. We observe multiple signatures of plasma injection
activity and, in each case, we consider possible rotational modulation in the frame of the PPO current sys-
tems (see section 2.5).

4.1. Multiple Injection Signatures

The INCA imagery during day 2014‐099 reveals the evolution of two rotating ENA flux enhancements that
move through the morning sector, separated by a time of ~8 hr UT. The first ENA patch, referred to in
section 2 and Figure 4 as E1, is present from the beginning of the observation window (0035–0135 UT), span-
ningmost of themidnight‐dawn sector. Based on previous surveys of recurrent ENA patches (e.g., Carbary &
Mitchell, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2009), E1 is likely a signature of large‐scale plasma injection following recon-
nection in themagnetotail, forming some hours before the INCA sequence presented here. An SKR southern
power peak of >200 MW sr−1 was detected at ~2330 UT on the previous day (2014‐098), when the expected
tail thinning PPO longitude sector was also approaching midnight LT (ΨS~340°).

The largest SKR peak of ~700 MW sr−1 occurred at ~04 UT when E1 was moving through dawn, together
with the region of maximum upward current expected from the rotating southern PPO current system.

Figure 5. Cassini RPWS spectrogram, showing left‐hand circular polarized (LHCP; Southern Hemisphere) SKR emitted power (log‐scaled color mapping) versus
emission frequency and time, over days 98–100 in 2014. The data gap between 500 and 600 kHz on day 98 is present after filtering out radio interference artifacts (see
Lamy et al., 2008). The top panel shows the total LHCP SKR emission power integrated between 10 and 1,000 kHz. Blue and green lines above and below the plot
indicate the time extents of the imaging windows provided by the INCA and UVIS, respectively. Additional x axis annotations show Cassini's planetary distance (R),
local time (LT), and subspacecraft latitude (ΛSC).
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The SKR remained enhanced with peaks of ~200–350MW sr−1 between ~05 and 07 UT as E1moved into the
dayside and intensified. The ENA intensity of the patch was at least twice that of the surrounding back-
ground levels, peaking between radial distances of ~15–25 RS (given the resolution limits of the projected
INCA pixels). We observe E1's rotation around the morning flank at a subcorotational rate of ~0.68Ω, before
exiting the field of view prenoon at ~07–08 UT. This behavior is again consistent with an ENA signature of
large‐scale hot plasma injection following tail reconnection (e.g., Carbary & Mitchell, 2014; Mitchell et al.,
2009). Coincident UVIS imagery was not available until ~0837 UT, so it was not possible to test for a match-
ing auroral signature. However, the enhancement near noon present in the first UVIS image at ~0837 UT
could be related to the passing of the ENA patch (see Figure 3).

It is likely that ENA feature E3, imaged in the midnight sector around 13–14 hr later, is the remnant of the
same injection signature E1, considering the earlier azimuthal speed estimate of ~0.68 Ω. By this time the
injected ion population is likely to have been energy dispersed and spread in longitude, but ENA signatures
commonly persist for longer than a planetary rotation (e.g., Krimigis et al., 2005; Paranicas et al., 2005;
Mitchell et al., 2009, 2015). Although signature E3 dissipates before reaching dawn again, we do see an aur-
oral counterpart at 00 LT, U2, at the same time as the ENA patch E3 is observed (~13–15 UT). The UVIS
image sequence and patch tracking analysis indicates that U2 had moved from the dusk sector through mid-
night (Figures 1d–1f), where it brightened. Interestingly, this intensity increase was coincident with the
expected region of upward field‐aligned current associated with the southern PPO current system (clearest
in Figure 3). In this case, the re‐brightening of the “old” injection signature in the aurora at midnight
may have resulted from direct enhancement by the rotating PPO current. Auroral patch U2 maintained
an azimuthal velocity of ~0.6 Ω, with centroid colatitudes of ~18° (i.e., equatorward of the morning sector
signatures U1 and U3, which appear at ~15° colatitude). This is consistent with an older injected source
region having moved inward through the magnetosphere.

A second dawnside injection signature was captured simultaneously in the ENA and auroral imagery over
~9 hr, identified as E2 and U1, respectively. We first observe the injection signature in themidnight‐morning
sector at ~03 LT (~09 UT) in the aurora and slightly earlier in the ENA flux as a region several hours wide
(~07–08 UT). A coincident peak in the global SKR power of over 500 MW sr−1 was also observed at ~07
UT, shortly before UVIS started imaging, suggesting that the peak auroral response occurred around this
time in the midnight‐early morning sector as the ENA flux intensified. At this time, the PPO current systems
were aligned such that the region of expected magnetotail thinning was moving through the dusk region,
possibly promoting reconnection in the tail (Bradley et al., 2018). A significant bend‐back of the field
between the ionosphere and magnetosphere would therefore be required to link the appearance of the
ENA and auroral signatures at ~03 LT with the thinned current sheet at ~18 LT. However, we note that
the survey of Bradley et al. (2018) indicates that reconnection signatures in the tail do not necessarily coin-
cide with times/locations when the current sheet is thinnest—but at some point approaching this, depend-
ing on how close to instability the tail is.

The local time position of signatures E2 and U1 remained similar during the following ~9 hr UT; that is, the
centroid of the auroral signature appears to have tracked the ENA cloud in the magnetosphere until at least
~15 LT. We note that the LT extent or spread of signature E2 in the ENA keogram was consistently ~3–4 hr,
based on median profiles of all ENA flux recorded out to ~20 RS. The LT spread of the auroral signature U1
was initially less than an hour, which then increased to several hours as the signature moved through the
dayside (see Figure 2a).

Mitchell et al. (2009) argue that the presence of a rotating plasma asymmetry should set up a series of large‐
scale pressure‐gradient driven field‐aligned currents at its leading and trailing edges, much like a partial ring
current at Earth (e.g., Brandt et al., 2018). Given the sense of magnetic gradient‐curvature drifts of trapped
particles in Saturn's magnetosphere, energetic electrons are expected to lag ions in the corotation frame,
such that an injected plasma parcel may exhibit energy‐dependent dispersive spread with time. Nichols
et al. (2014) tracked the azimuthal speed of a rotating dayside auroral enhancement imaged with the HST
following a storm event, which may then have mapped to the trailing edge of a particularly intense rotating
ENA cloud imaged by INCA some hours later at dusk, assuming that it maintained similar azimuthal speed.
These authors proposed that the trailing edge of the ENA cloud may be close to the source of energetic elec-
trons driving the trailing auroral signature via closure of upward field‐aligned current.
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Lamy et al. (2013), reporting a similar rotating injection signature in coincident auroral and ENA imagery,
did not observe a “trailing edge”mapping between magnetosphere and ionosphere, but rather a broad long-
itude sector in the ENA emission that tracked the rotating auroral signature, as we see here. This may indi-
cate an extended region of filamentary field‐aligned currents that are unresolved in the auroral imagery, but
which may be triggered by the larger‐scale plasma pressure gradients at some point following the injection.

We must also consider the ENA energy ranges captured by the INCA and the relationship of this ion‐based
proxy to the electrons driving the auroral emissions. As mentioned above, the 1:1 LT mapping that we
observe in some rotating auroral and ENA patches is a function of the relative particle energies producing
the respective signatures, in this case the 24–55 keV injected population and auroral source electrons of typi-
cally hundreds of eV (e.g., Bunce et al., 2005). Sometime after an injection event, the velocity of the plasma
ωTOTwill be determined by the bulk convection flow, ωCON, together with a gradient‐curvature drift propor-
tional to the particle energies, ωGC:

ωTOT ¼ ωCON±ωGC (2)

We can estimate the expected gradient‐curvature drift rates of injected ions and electrons in a dipole field
following Mauk et al. (2005) or Thomsen and Van Allen (1980):

ωGC ¼ 3:94×10−5
q0
q
EMeV

EMeV
2 þm0c2

� �

EMeV þm0c2ð Þ LH αð Þ (3)

Here EMeV is the particle energy in MeV,m0 is the particle rest mass, q0 is the unit charge, q is the charge, c is
the light speed, and α is the equatorial pitch angle. L, the magnetic L shell number, is estimated here with the
dipole R/cos2(λ), where R is the radial distance in RS and λ is the magnetic latitude. H(α) is a pitch angle
dependence factor, estimated after Hamlin et al. (1961) as H ≅ 0.7 + 0.3 sinα. In the equatorial plane and
assuming pitch angles of 90°, H ≅ 1 and L = R assuming a dipolar field. The ENA imagery presented in this
study was captured in the energy range 24–55 keV, yielding drift speeds of between ωGC≈±1.5 and 3° per
hour at 15 RS, with electrons and ions (of these energies) drifting behind and ahead of the bulk plasma
convection, respectively.

For particles with energy <1 keV, however, gradient‐curvature drift is negligible, and they drift at the bulk
flow convection speed. In relating the apparent ENA and auroral signatures, we may say that the effective
drift between 24 and 55 keV injected ions and auroral source electrons (hundreds of eV) is between ~1.5
and 3° per hour. For example, after 10 hr from an injection event, we might expect a separation of 15–30°
azimuth (or 1–2 hr LT) between the two signatures. Given the exposure times (~1 hr) and resolution con-
straints of the images, we cannot resolve this spread with less than ~10 hr UT continuous observation.
This is consistent with the “oldest” auroral (U2 in Figure 1d) and ENA (E3 in Figure 4) signature pair
observed here; there is not a systematic LT offset between the two.

4.2. An Auroral Injection Signature With No ENA Counterpart

The end of the UVIS sequence shows auroral activity in the absence of any obvious ENA flux increase. We
tracked a clear rotating auroral patch, U3 (orange trace in Figures 1, 2, and 4), which developed in the same
way as the preceding patch U1~4 hr earlier, broadening and moving equatorward while subcorotating at
~0.73 Ω, likely an injection signature. The INCA field of view maintained almost complete coverage of
the morning sector out to ~20 RS, so it is curious that there is no clear ENA counterpart to auroral patch
U3. This is clearest when comparing the ENA and auroral keograms in Figures 4 and 6. Auroral patches
U1 and U3 both tracked at similar colatitudes in the ionosphere (see Figure 2b), so we expect the source
regions to have mapped to regions of similar neutral density. From equation (1), a reduction in ENA flux
should then be caused by either a decrease in ion flux or energy. The bulk plasma flow in the morning sector
would have been mostly perpendicular to the INCA's pointing direction from dusk in both cases, such that
the Compton‐Getting effect on detected ENAs would be minimal (additionally there was no clear rotating
signature in the 55–90‐keV H INCA band, which we do not report here). A difference of several hours LT
traversal in spacecraft position may have shifted the viewing geometry enough such that, by the time auroral
patch U3 was developing, the isotropic distribution of ENAs was either too weak to detect from this prenoon
location, or was outside INCA's FOV.
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There is no clear rotating signature in the 55–90‐keV H INCA band, so perhaps lower energy ions were pro-
ducing lower energy ENAs (or indeed any at all), not detected by the INCA. Figures 1 and 3 show that patch
U3 did track more closely to the expected maximum upward field‐aligned current region from the southern
PPO system (several hours of LT ahead), compared to patch U1 (almost 12 hr ahead, i.e., in the expected
downward current region), so it is feasible that U3 was modulated more directly by PPO current rather than
a transient connection with an injection source region in the magnetosphere. In any case, an important con-
clusion to draw from these data is that rotating ENA and UV injection signatures are not always proxies for
each other.

4.3. Do We Detect a Plasmapause‐Like Boundary?

The tracked equatorward centroid motion of patch U1 implies a radial speed reduction of the auroral source
region by approximately an order of magnitude at some boundary between ~14 and 20 RS. Based on
compressed/expanded magnetospheric mapping profiles (see section 2.4), the inward radial speed reduced
from 44–54 to 7–9 km s−1. The patch's azimuthal motion remained constant as it traversed dayside local
times, showing no signs of the previously reported “stagnation” point around noon (Radioti et al., 2017).
Interestingly this “braking” in radial speed was coincident with the patch brightening (Figure 2c).

How do we explain this slowing down of the auroral source region with brightening of the UV intensity? The
radial braking may be associated with the dipolar field boundary (Arridge et al., 2008) or plasmapause‐like
transition region reported by Thomsen et al. (2015), indicating a point at which entropy or equilibrium is
reached with the ambient plasma (e.g., Wolf et al., 2009). Thomsen et al. (2015) reported an abrupt plasma
pressure gradient at distance L~8.6 during a fast, inclined Cassini orbit from the northern lobe into the night-
side closed field region, which (as those authors indicate) would have likely mapped to at least 15 RS in the
magnetotail. The reduced speed estimate above is also consistent with inward interchange flows inferred
from particle measurements toward the inner magnetosphere (e.g., Paranicas et al., 2016).

Plasma pressure gradients in the middle‐inner magnetosphere are expected following tail injection activity,
when the radial interchange instability sets up filamentary plasma flow channels (e.g., Mauk et al., 2005;
Paranicas et al., 2016; Thomsen, 2013). It is thought that as the injected hot plasma from large‐scale events
flows inward and rotates under background convection, it gradually coats or envelops the cold, inner mag-
netosphere plasma, promoting the further development of interchange instabilities (e.g., Azari et al., 2018;
Thomsen et al., 2015). Aside from the observed injection activity, this picture is supported here by the detec-
tion of prolonged narrowband SKR emission following the injection activity, produced preferentially in
regions of pronounced plasma pressure gradient (Louarn et al., 2007; Ye et al., 2009). An equatorial bifurca-
tion of the main auroral emission postnoon (see Figures 1h–1i) appears similar to that reported by Radioti
et al. (2013) as a signature of interchange activity driving wave‐particle scattering.

In terms of the auroral intensity increase, we may consider the effect of the source region moving gradually
inward through the magnetosphere, convecting into regions of higher field strength and shorter field lines.
Convection flow channels move closer to the planet as the solar wind pressure deforms the dayside magne-
topause (an effect which also augments the ENA intensity as ions move into regions of higher neutral den-
sity). Firstly, the increased loss cone would drive up the energy flux of precipitating particles into the
atmosphere. If magnetic moment is conserved, adiabatic heating will also increase the perpendicular energy
of trapped particles—possibly further scattering particles into the loss cone through wave‐particle interac-
tions (e.g., Mauk et al., 2005; Paranicas et al., 2016). At Saturn, plasma energy may be augmented by factors
of ~2–3 through adiabatic heating as it moves toward the dayside (e.g., Badman & Cowley, 2007).

The approximate bounce period of a 24‐keV ion (electron) between 10 and 20 RS is ~50 (1) min (following the
formulation in Baumjohann and Treumann (2012)), which is shorter than the ~6 hr it takes auroral patch U1
to move from dawn to dusk. Therefore, conservation of the longitudinal invariant (resulting from a change
in particle path length) may also have increased the parallel particle energy of the source population as it
moved radially inward. We note that the auroral patch brightened as it moved into the dayside where iono-
spheric conductivities are expected to increase under sunlight (e.g., Galand et al., 2011), but this effect is
expected to be minimal here as the southern hemisphere was in winter.

The wider dayside aurora brightened in the final three frames of the UVIS sequence (~15–19 UT), resulting
in the emitted power increase up to 50–60 GW as shown in the top panel of Figure 3. There was also a clear
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increase in the dayside infrared auroral emissions measured by Cassini's Visible and Infrared Mapping
Spectrometer at the same time (not reported here), indicating a period of increased precipitating energy flux
along auroral field lines. An SKR peak of >200 MW sr−1 was measured at ~17 UT (when patch U3 was mov-
ing through midmorning LTs), but the total southern radio emission power had generally started to weaken
by this time (see Figure 5). This broad dayside intensification may indicate a compression of the dayside
plasma flow channels toward the end of the UVIS sequence, further enhancing the effects discussed above.
Cassini was located well inside the magnetopause at ~12.5 RS radial distance and ~40° latitude, so we are
unable to say if there was also an external solar wind compression of the magnetopause at that time.

5. Summary

Here we highlight a case study using partially coincident auroral and ENA images captured during a south-
ern high‐latitude Cassini orbit on 9 April 2014 (including ~8 hr of overlap), in which three injection signa-
tures are observed at various stages of development. SKR emissions also indicate significant injection activity
throughout the day. We attempted to track the location and extents of these injection signatures in the aur-
oral and ENA imagery to test if they are counterpart. We have quantified (to the extent that we can) the
motion of the hot plasma distribution using global ENA emissions, mainly in the azimuthal frame due to
the coarse nature of the native INCA pixel grid projection in the radial direction. The motion of rotating
FUV auroral patches is tracked in both local time and latitude, and a local‐time symmetric mapping model
was used to estimate the radial distance and inflow speeds of a hypothetical source region in the magneto-
sphere for compressed and expanded plasma pressure states.

We find an approximate 1:1 local time mapping within the limitations of respective azimuthal image resolu-
tions, maintained throughout the lifetime of two injection events. This shows that large‐scale ENA injections
can evidently map to auroral latitudes, not necessarily equatorward of them, as indicated by the Carbary
et al. (2008) statistical study. In a third case, however, a clear auroral injection signature has no obvious
match in the ENA imagery. An important conclusion to draw from these data is that rotating ENA and
UV injection signatures are not always proxies for each other, and their relationship is likely to be a function
of plasma source energy and viewing angle geometry. We also report possible rotational modulation of an
older auroral injection signature as it passed through the midnight sector and brightened. This modulation
may be related to upward field‐aligned current associated with the planetary‐period perturbation field
(e.g., Bader et al., 2018), or recurrent energization of the source region in the tail (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2009).

We also observe braking of the inward motion of a plasma injection, manifesting here as a marked slowing
down of the equatorward motion of an auroral signature (mapped radial speed estimates in the magneto-
sphere slow from ~44–54 to ~7–9 km s−1). This may be due to the presence of a plasmapause‐like boundary.
Further evidence of radial flow boundaries extrapolated from remotely sensed auroral imagery might be use-
ful but relies on improved magnetic mapping models (for example, Sorba et al. (2019) have recently com-
puted local‐time‐dependent ionosphere‐magnetodisk mapping profiles at Saturn).
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